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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new verification style reading comprehension dataset named VGaokao from Chinese Language tests of Gaokao. Different from existing efforts, the new dataset is originally designed for native speakers’ evaluation, thus requiring more advanced language understanding skills. To address the challenges in VGaokao, we propose a novel Extract-Integrate-Compete approach, which iteratively selects complementary evidence with a novel query updating mechanism and adaptively distills supportive evidence, followed by a pairwise competition to push models to learn the subtle difference among similar text pieces. Experiments show that our methods outperform various baselines on VGaokao with retrieved complementary evidence, while having the merits of efficiency and explainability. Our dataset and code are released for further research.

1 Introduction

Reading comprehension has been frequently used in various standardized examinations to evaluate one’s language understanding skills, where test-takers are expected to read a long answer, answer a series of questions, or verify a given statement according to the passage. For example, in the Chinese Language tests of Gaokao (also known as China National College Entrance Examination), approximately half of the reading comprehension questions are in a verification style. As shown in Table 1 (bottom), students are expected to read a passage, and then select from four choices (A–D) the best statement that is the most consistent with the passage, or sometimes, contracts the most to the passage.

While the question answering styled tasks have been intensively studied in the NLP community (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Lai et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020), the verification styled MRC task actually receives much less attention. Here, as indicated in the Gaokao Instructions, the abilities of gathering multiple evidence pieces from long articles, distilling supportive evidence, and making decisions accordingly by capturing the subtle difference among similar text pieces (i.e., choices), are necessary skills for Chinese Language learning. This type of questions actually provides an ideal test-bed for natural language understanding research.

In this paper, we present a verification style reading comprehension dataset named VGaokao to highlight the language understanding challenges mentioned above. VGaokao is constructed from the Chinese Language tests of Gaokao. Figure 1

![Figure 1: An example of iterative evidence extraction. The darker tokens in bold are more important for the updated query.](https://github.com/luciusssss/VGaokao)
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shows an example in VGaokao, where a statement (one of the 4 choices) should be verified according to the given passage. To do so, we need to extract two evidence sentences from the passage, combine them together to examine how well the statement is supported by the evidence, and finally compare with other choices to arrive at the answer.

As constructed from standardized language test for native speakers, VGaokao involves more language understanding challenges than the datasets constructed from tests for second language learners such as C$^3$ (Sun et al., 2020) and RACE (Lai et al., 2017). For example, VGaokao involves more diverse vocabulary and more complex sentence structures. Besides, nearly half of the statements in VGaokao require multiple evidence to verify. Compared with the fact checking tasks such as FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018), where each claim is tagged with a definite label individually, most statements in VGaokao are not absolutely correct nor absolutely incorrect, which requires models to carefully compare one statement with another to choose the most suitable answer according to the given passage.

To address the above challenges in VGaokao, we propose a novel Extract-Integrate-Compete framework, where two query updating strategies, hard masking and soft masking, are designed to iteratively extract multiple complementary evidence for a given statement. Figure 1 shows an example of using soft masking to highlight the tokens whose corresponding evidence has not been found up to current iteration. After evidence extraction, we adaptively filter irrelevant evidence sentences and dynamically determine the number of evidence pieces to be integrated. Options in each question are then verified against retrieved evidence and are compared in a pairwise style to select the most plausible answer.

We empirically investigate the performance of our Extract-Integrate-Compete approach on VGaokao. Experiments show that our method outperforms end-to-end methods with passage chunking and various evidence selection methods in evidence retrieval F1. Performance gains in evidence selection can further propagate to the final question answering performance.

Our contributions can be summarized as: 1) We propose a novel verification style reading comprehension dataset, VGaokao, which embeds more advanced language understanding skills. 2) We propose a new Extract-Integrate-Compete approach to iteratively select complementary evidence from long articles through a novel query updating mechanism. Our hinge loss based competition component can push the model to capture fine-grained differences among different choices. 3) Experiments show that our approach outperforms a variety of baselines in both evidence retrieval F1 and QA accuracy on VGaokao while showing the merits of efficiency and explainability.

2 VGaokao: Verification Style Reading Comprehension Dataset

Standardized language tests have been considered as a test-bed to harvest machine reading comprehension datasets. While most existing efforts focus on SQuAD-like QA datasets (Yang et al., 2018; Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), or cloze style questions (Zhang et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019), few efforts are made to verification style questions.

In the Chinese Language test of Gaokao, approximately half of the reading comprehension questions instruct students to select a statement (i.e., an option from four choices) that is the most consistent or contradicting with the given passage. These questions are designed to evaluate students’ ability in extracting and integrating information from long passages, and analyzing certain linguistic phenomena or semantic relations among several similar sentences. According to the target language skills, we call these questions verification style questions and convert them into the task of verifying given statements against the articles. Our task is similar in spirit to the fact checking task, FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018). But, unlike the claims tagged with a definite label in FEVER (Supported, Refuted or Not-Enough-Info), the statements in Gaokao questions are designed to be not absolutely correct nor absolutely incorrect. In other words, the options of a question in VGaokao differ in how much they are supported by the passage, which is difficult to be quantified with a value between 0 and 1. The design of relative correctness is in the purpose of evaluating test-takers’ ability to disambiguate very similar options through considering the subtle difference among them.

In this work, we construct a verification style reading comprehension dataset named VGaokao from the Chinese Language test of Gaokao to as-
cess a model’s skills of extracting evidence from articles and verifying statements against the retrieved evidence pieces and other options.

2.1 Dataset Construction

We construct VGaokao from the Chinese Language examinations in Gaokao and the official mock tests provided by each province. The test questions are designed by the Ministry of Education of China and the examination centers of each province, which are available to the public. We first collect the original set of test article-question pairs and discard the articles and questions that are not of verification style. The remaining articles cover a wide range of topics, including analyzing issues or arguments, introducing recent discoveries in science or engineering, and discussing popular social topics. The remaining questions ask the test-takers to select a statement that is the most consistent with the article or contracts the most with the article, which we can convert into the form of statement verification.

In total, we collect 2,786 passages and 3,512 questions. Each question is paired with 4 options. We randomly sample 80% of the questions for training and the rest of the questions are used for test.

To quantitatively evaluate the model performance in evidence selection, we randomly sample 25 questions (100 options) from the test set of VGaokao and manually annotate their evidence sentences from the article. On average, there are 1.6 evidence sentences for each option, and the distance between evidence varies from 1 to 9 sentences. This indicates that one has to collect 6.4 evidence on average from the whole passage to answer one question with four options, which makes VGaokao a dataset requiring the ability of gathering and processing multiple evidence.

2.2 Dataset Analysis

The basic statistics of VGaokao is shown in Table 2, illustrating challenges from the following aspects.

**Advanced Language Comprehension** Constructed from standardized language tests designed for native speakers, VGaokao requires models to understand more complex passages, compared to other datasets from examinations for second language learners such as $C^3$ (Sun et al., 2020).

The main differences can be summarized in three folds. Firstly, in VGaokao, the vocabulary size is 1.6 times larger than that of $C^3$, which brings more diverse words. Secondly, at the sentence level, the average sentence length of VGaokao is 1.6 times longer than that of $C^3$, and the average dependency tree depth of VGaokao is 1.2 times larger than that of $C^3$. Longer sentences and more complicated syntactic structures usually exhibit rich linguistic phenomena, thus requiring models to learn more sophisticated language understanding skills. Lastly, the passages in VGaokao, which contain 1,159 Chinese characters on average, are approximately 3 times longer than that of RACE (Lai et al., 2017) and 10 times longer than that of $C^3$ (Sun et al., 2020). The length of most passages even exceeds the maximum input length of general pre-trained language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). To exploit the long passages, models may need to take discourse structures into consideration so as to better integrate multiple evidence sentences.

As shown in the sample articles and questions from VGaokao and $C^3$ in Table 1, the example article from VGaokao involves domain-specific terminologies such as testosterone and estrogen. The sentences in the VGaokao example are longer and involves more complicated sentence structures such as compound sentences. Besides, the options in VGaokao seem to be more confusing: Option C and D both discuss the subtle relationship between the brains and hands, which requires one to carefully discriminate between them based on the passage, while in the $C^3$ example, only Option B is explicitly mentioned in the passage. These comparisons indicate that VGaokao can be used to evaluate the language comprehension ability at a higher level compared to previous works.

**Requirement of Multiple Evidence** Longer passages usually require skills of gathering multiple disjoint evidence pieces to verify and compare the candidate statements. As a pilot study, we randomly sample 100 options and manually annotate their golden evidence sentences from their corresponding passages. We find that 47% of the sampled options require more than one evidence sentences. Furthermore, there are usually certain discourse relationship among multiple evidence pieces required by one statement, such as causality, comparison, or expansion. In the VGaokao example of Table 1, to support Option B, we need to ex-
C³
...he stood there motionlessly, extremely embarrassed. He wrung his hands without knowing where to put them. Before class, he believed that he had had a ready plan to handle different situations so he did not bring his teaching plan and textbook. For up to 10 minutes, the classroom was in perfect silence. All the students were curiously waiting for the new teacher to open his mouth... (498 Chinese characters in total)

Q: Congwen Shen did not bring the textbook because he felt that ( )
A. there were not many teaching contents.
B. he was well prepared. ✓
C. he could relieve his mental pressure in this way.
D. the textbook was likely to restrict his ability to give a lecture.

VGaokao
...if pregnant women have higher testosterone levels during pregnancy, their children are more likely to be left-handed and more likely to develop heart disease or autism in the future. This may explain why left-handers only account for 10% of the total population in the world. Similarly, pregnant women with higher levels of estrogen usually give birth to girls whose index finger is shorter than the ring finger, and they are more likely to develop breast cancer in the future... (1126 Chinese characters in total)

Q: Which statement is most consistent with the passage? ( )
A. In 4-million-year evolutionary history, human hands have gradually evolved into an essential organ enabling human to have high-degree intelligence and the most perfect naturally created tool.
B. In general, the fact that the left-handed ring finger is longer than the index finger is because of the higher testosterone levels during pregnancy. ✓
C. There is a close neural connection between the motor center and the language center in the area where the brain controls the activity of the hands, making gestures the only body language that has been inherited by humans.
D. The brain controls the active area of hands, which reaches 1/4 of the cerebral cortex. Thus, particularly intense excitement in cerebral cortex makes a simple hand movement smoothly realized.

Table 1: Example articles and questions from C³ (Sun et al., 2020, top) and from VGaokao (bottom).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Length (Char.)</td>
<td>1,159</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Length (Char.)</td>
<td>2,568</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary Size</td>
<td>96,806</td>
<td>1,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Vocabulary Size</td>
<td></td>
<td>87,945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistics of the VGaokao dataset.

We propose a novel Extract-Integrate-Compete approach to address the challenges in VGaokao. As illustrated in Figure 2, our approach includes three stages, iterative evidence extraction, adaptive evidence integration and pairwise option competition.

3.1 Iterative Evidence Extraction

Generally, in evidence sentence extraction, models are to extract a subset of evidence sentences \{s₁, s₂, ⋯, sₙ\} according to query q. One can use an encoder (e.g., averaging over the presentation of each word in the embedding space) to embed query q and evidence candidate sᵢ into dense vectors q and sᵢ, and then use a similarity function \(\text{sim}(\cdot, \cdot)\) (e.g., cosine similarity) to obtain the relevance score \(fᵢ\), i.e., \(f(q, sᵢ) = \text{sim}(q, sᵢ)\). This method treats each candidate evidence independently, and produces a ranking list. However, when a query requires multiple evidence sentences, independently selecting top \(k\) ranked sentences may ignore the complementary relationship between evidence sentences, thus producing inferior results.

In this work, we propose an iterative way to collect multiple evidence for a given query, where the query representation is updated with newly-
retrieved information at each extraction iteration. To emphasize the complementary relation between the evidence sentences while avoiding too much overlap, we propose to use masking strategy to reduce the relevance between queries and their retrieved evidence pieces.

Specifically, we assume $e^t = \{c_1^t, c_2^t, \ldots, c_m^t\}$ is the evidence sentence retrieved at the $t$-th step, $c_j^t$ is the $j$-th token in $e^t$. To search for complementary evidence pieces, we propose to reduce the influence of some parts in $q$ that have been covered by the retrieved evidence sentence $e_t$ so that the query representation $q_{t+1}$ for the next step will pay more attention to the parts whose corresponding evidence has not been found.

We design two masking strategies for iterative evidence extraction, i.e., Hard Masking and Soft Masking.

**Hard Masking** After the $t$-th iteration, we just discard the query tokens that exactly appear in the extracted evidence $e^t$. Formally, in the query representation $q_{t+1}$ for $(t+1)$-th step, the weight $\beta_i^t$ of the $i$-th query token $q_i$ is:

$$\beta_i^{t+1} = \frac{\alpha_i^{t+1}}{\sum_k \alpha_k^{t+1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\alpha_i^{t+1} \begin{cases} 0, & q_i \in e^t \\ \alpha_i^t, & q_i \notin e^t \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Afterwards, we compose the new query representation $q_{t+1}$ for the $(t+1)$ step by performing a weighted sum of the query token embeddings:

$$q_{t+1} = \sum_i \beta_i^{t+1} q_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In this way, the new query representation is restricted to focus on the unmatched tokens.

**Soft Masking** Instead of directly assigning zero weights in the hard masking method, soft masking strategy reduces the weights of the already-addressed tokens in the next-step representation. The weight of the $i$-th query token $q_i$ is inversely correlated to its matching score to its most similar token in the retrieved evidence set. In practice, we use the dot products of token embeddings to measure the relevance between tokens. Then we calculate the weight $\beta_i^{t+1}$ for the $i$-th query token at the $(t+1)$-th retrieval step by adding a negative sign to its highest similarity score and applying a softmax over all the query token weights:

$$\beta_i^{t+1} = \frac{e^{\lambda \alpha_i^{t+1}}}{\sum_k e^{\lambda \alpha_k^{t+1}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\alpha_i^{t+1} = -\max_j \left( \max(k_i \cdot e_j^t), -\alpha_i^t \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\lambda$ is used to adjust the extent to which we want to widen the weight gap between the matched tokens and the unmatched tokens.

Afterwards, we can obtain the new query representation $q_{t+1}$ similarly to Eq.3.

### 3.2 Adaptive Evidence Integration

In practice, different queries require various amount of evidence pieces. Fixing the numbers of evidence sentences may introduce noise for queries requiring fewer or more evidence sentences. To alleviate this problem, we introduce an evidence integration module to adaptively determine how many complementary evidence pieces are needed for each query.

Specifically, after $t$ steps of beam search, we obtain several evidence chains consisting of $t$ different evidence sentences. In each chain, we reorder and concatenate the evidence sentences according to their order in the original passages, in the hope to maintain the potential discourse relationship between evidence sentences. Then, we feed the integrated evidence chains obtained from different
numbers of retrieval steps into a reranker, further comparing their semantic similarity to the query. The highest scored evidence chain will be selected as the final evidence chain of the query. This evidence integrator measures the candidate evidence chains as a whole and adaptively filters irrelevant evidence pieces introduced in later iterations.

3.3 Pairwise Option Competition

As mentioned in Section 2, we need to carefully discriminate among several options to arrive at the final answer. We thus introduce a pairwise option competition component to the option selection step. We adopt a pre-trained language model $g(\cdot)$ to calculate how the statement $d$ is supported by a retrieved evidence set $c$. During training, for a question that requires choosing the option that is most consistent with the passage, we have a correct option $d^+$ and several incorrect options $d_1^-, d_2^-, ..., d_k^-$, paired with their retrieved evidence sets $c^+, c_1^-, c_2^-, ..., c_k^-$. We calculate a hinge loss for the pairwise option competition:

$$L(d^+, d_1^-, d_2^-, ..., d_k^-) = \sum_{i=1}^k \max(0, -g(d^+, c^+) + g(d_i^-, c_i^-) + 0.5)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Similarly, for a question that requires choosing the most contradictive option, we will have an incorrect option $d^-$ and several correct options $d_1^+, d_2^+, ..., d_k^+$, paired with their retrieved evidence chains $c^-, c_1^+, c_2^+, ..., c_k^+$, the loss will be:

$$L(d^-, d_1^+, d_2^+, ..., d_k^+) = \sum_{i=1}^k \max(0, -g(d_i^+, c_i^+) + g(d^-, c^-) + 0.5)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

During inference, we select the option with the highest score as the answer for a question requiring choosing the option that is the most consistent to the passage. Similarly, we select the option with the lowest score for a question asking for the option that contradicts most to the passage.

3.4 Implementation Details

For the iterative extractor, we use jieba\(^5\) to perform Chinese word segmentation. We use pre-trained word vectors (Qiu et al., 2018) to perform unsupervised iterative extraction with our query updating strategies. The $\lambda$ in Eq. 4 is set to 1. Since 83% of the options with multiple evidence pieces require two evidence sentences, we set the maximum number of iterations to 2. Considering that maintaining all evidence chains during iterative extraction has exponential complexity to the steps, we use beam search, where only top 2 evidence sentences remain in each step.

We use Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019, 2020) to measure the relevance between the query and the evidence chains in the adaptive integrator. For the pairwise option competition, we use Chinese RoBERTa-wwm-ext-Large (Cui et al., 2019) with Transformers toolkit (Wolf et al., 2020). We first fine-tune our model on OCNLI (Hu et al., 2020), a Chinese natural language inference dataset before fine-tuning on VGaokao, which has 8 epochs, with maximum input length 256, batch size 64, and learning rate 2e-5.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on our proposed VGaokao dataset and compare our Extract-Integrate-Compete approach with several baselines. RoBERTa-Large-Chunk (Liu et al., 2019) is an end-to-end method without explicit evidence retrieval. This model splits the long passages into fix-length chunks of 200 tokens. Candidate answers are obtained from each chunk using existing MRC models, which are further aggregated over all chunks. We use the pre-trained Chinese RoBERTa-wwm-ext-Large (Cui et al., 2019).

BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009) is a bag-of-words retrieval method, which uses sparse features to retrieve evidence sentences. We use the version implemented by Pyserini\(^6\).

Sent-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) uses BERT to obtain contextualized dense representations for the texts and retrieve evidence sentences via cosine similarity.

BeamDR (Xiong et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021) is an iterative evidence selection technique with beam search and dense retrieval. It updates the query by appending the newly-extracted evidence in each iteration.

The BM25, Sent-BERT, and BeamDR are evidence extraction methods, which are combined with our proposed pair-wise option competition method to obtain the final question-level results. For BM25 and Sent-BERT, which cannot address the problem of multiple evidence, we report their

\(^5\)https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

\(^6\)https://github.com/castorini/pyserini
Table 3: Performance of baselines and our methods on VGaokao (%). RoBERTa-L-Chunk is short for RoBERTa-Large-Chunk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Evidence Metrics</th>
<th>QA Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa-L-Chunk</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25 Top 1</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25 Top 2</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent-BERT Top 1</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent-BERT Top 2</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeamDR</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Masking</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Masking</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experiment results with top 1 or top 2 evidence sentences selected. To make fair comparison, we do not intensively tune any models, including ours. Specifically, we first search hyperparameters for the BM25 model, and apply the same hyperparameters to other baselines and our method.

We use three metrics to evaluate evidence quality on the subset annotated with golden evidence sentences: precision (P), recall (R), and F1 (F1). The accuracy of predicted answers (Acc.) is used to evaluate the performance on the question level.

4.1 Main Results

As we can see in Table 3, our Extract-Integrate-Compete approach outperforms the end-to-end baseline and other evidence retrieval methods in both evidence quality and answer prediction accuracy. We analyze the results by comparing 1) passage chunking and evidence selection, 2) one-off evidence selection and iterative evidence selection, and 3) different query updating strategies.

Passage Chunking vs. Evidence Selection

RoBERTa-Large-Chunk simply chunks passages into pieces, which is a common practice for end-to-end MRC models (Devlin et al., 2019; Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). It obtains a question-level accuracy of 41.9%, lagging behind the methods with additional evidence extraction step by at least 5.7%. We think it is because the evidence sentences of a statement may appear in different chunks. Without evidence selection, models have to split the long article, which results in incomplete evidence for training and harm the performance. Even such simple methods as BM25 outperform the chunking method thanks to the retrieved evidence that is more relevant to the statement. Moreover, by introducing evidence selection, we can have a small-sized but focused supportive candidates to be feed the MRC model, greatly reducing required computational resources. These results illustrate the necessity of selecting evidence pieces from the long articles before performing verification.

One-off Selection vs. Iterative Selection

In Table 3, our methods, with either hard masking or soft masking, outperform one-off evidence selection methods, BM25 and Sent-BERT settings, by 2~16% in the evidence extraction F1.

Specifically, by selecting the top 1 evidence sentence, these methods ensure a high precision but fail to provide sufficient evidence to the statements that require more evidence sentences. For example, in the first case of Table 4, the top 1 evidence sentence selected by S-BERT only covers the second half of the statement while our method with soft masking strategy succeeds in retrieving the complete evidence chain with iterative extraction.

On the other hand, by selecting top 2 evidence sentences, Sent-BERT and BM25 achieve a high recall but may introduce irrelevant evidence to the statements requiring fewer evidence sentences. For the second case in Table 4, using the top 2 evidence sentences will introduce a noisy sentence, while our method correctly determines that the statement only needs one evidence sentence with the adaptive evidence integrator.

Our evidence selection module achieves a balance between the precision and recall of the retrieved evidence pieces, obtaining the highest F1 scores among all methods. By iteratively extracting possible partial evidence, our methods ensure a relatively high recall of over 80%; by adaptively integrating truly complementary evidence pieces, our methods lead to a relatively high precision of nearly 80%. Therefore, our methods with iterative extraction and adaptive integration achieve the highest F1 scores among competitive counterparts. Besides, the higher evidence performance also results in better QA performance, with an improvement of more than 0.7%. This indicates that carefully retrieved evidence produces more reliable evidence chains for the verification module, improving the explainability of our methods.

Query Updating Strategy

Our query updating strategies, hard masking and soft masking, outperform BeamDR by approximately 20% in evidence retrieval F1. After each iteration, BeamDR appends
The phenomenon of the Internet subverting traditional manufacturing has already appeared in developed countries; domestic Internet giants have taken the initiative to set foot in traditional manufacturing, and the de-industrialization of the Internet has begun to take shape.

The disruption of the traditional manufacturing industry brought by the Internet has also appeared in developed countries.

A new energy vehicle in the United States, due to the use of the Internet of Things concept, has abandoned the traditional 4S shop business model of the 4S shop, sold its own products and provided various services such as maintenance and repair.

In the 4.0 stage of industry, the Internet is no longer an information network in the traditional sense. It is an Internet of Things that integrates material, energy and information. It transmits not only information in the traditional sense, but also information about matter and energy.

Table 4: Case study of the evidence retrieved by different methods. Golden evidence and its corresponding part in the statement are marked with the same color (red or blue).

the extracted evidence sentence to the query for following iterations. This strategy may put more emphasis on the overlap between retrieved evidence and queries, while the unmatched parts are likely to receive less attention. This tendency prevents the model from gathering complementary evidence sentences. By contrast, our query updating methods highlight the tokens in the query whose corresponding evidence is still missing, thus, being more likely to retrieve complementary evidence pieces.

For the third case of Table 4, the second evidence sentence returned by BeamDR shares the same topic with the first one, but irrelevant to the given statement. On the contrary, the second evidence sentence returned by our method is a complementary one that supports the second half of the statement. A possible reason is that our soft masking strategy can highlight the phrases such as opposite, basis of existence that are absent in the first retrieved evidence, pushing the retriever to collect complementary evidence.

Our two masking strategies, hard masking and soft masking, perform comparably on both metrics. The hard masking is easy to implement and requires little computation when updating queries; the soft masking can to some extent maintain the information in the matched tokens, which may be useful in the next step evidence retrieval. To summarize, our query updating strategies can make the retrieval target of each iteration more focused and useful in the next step evidence retrieval. To sum-
Table 5: Ablation study of our soft masking method on VGaokao.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Evi. F1</th>
<th>Qu. Acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft Masking</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Iterative Extraction</td>
<td>71.7 (-6.3)</td>
<td>47.7 (-1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Adaptive Integration</td>
<td>62.9 (-15.1)</td>
<td>47.4 (-2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Pairwise Competition</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>48.7 (-0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Ablation Study

To reveal the effectiveness of each module in our approach, we conduct experiments with three ablated settings with soft masking for the iterative extractor. As we can see in Table 5. After we remove each of the three modules, the performance drops substantially in evidence F1 and question-level accuracy, demonstrating the effectiveness of each part in our approach.

Specifically, after removing the iterative extraction module, we can observe a decrease of 6.3% in the evidence F1 and a decrease of 1.9% in the question-level accuracy, because one-off evidence extraction fails to gather sufficient complementary evidence pieces. Thus the option competition module is unlikely to make a thoughtful decision based on an incomplete evidence chain.

When we remove the adaptive integration module, the evidence F1 drops by 15.1% and the question-level test accuracy drops by 2.2%. This may result from irrelevant evidence pieces introduced in the later iterations of evidence extraction. The adaptive integration module can screen out this kind of noisy information by evaluating the associativity between extracted evidence, i.e., the property that evidence pieces are logically connected to cover the information in the query.

Without the pairwise option competition, the question-level accuracy decreases by 0.9%. This indicates that pairwise option competition is superior to independent treatment of each option, because pairwise competition can push the model to capture the subtle difference between options.

5 Related Works

Several previous datasets are constructed from different subjects of Gaokao, including Geography (Huang et al., 2019), English (Lai et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019), and History (Guo et al., 2017). Different from these efforts, we focus on Chinese subject to introduce native-speaker level reading comprehension challenges.

Evidence extraction based methods have been studied in MRC (Talmor and Berant, 2018; Perez et al., 2020) and fact verification (Thorne et al., 2018). In this work, we introduce evidence extraction to our method for solving the long article challenge in VGaokao.

Iterative evidence extraction can be seen as a sort of question decomposition method, a technique widely used in QA tasks with complex questions (Talmor and Berant, 2018; Perez et al., 2020). However, in VGaokao, the queries may interweave by implicit semantic relationship, so that models could not explicitly separate the queries into independent sub-queries. We thus adopt an iterative extractor with an adaptive integrator to decompose queries in an implicit way.

Another stream of works adopt an iterative framework by updating the queries. Qi et al. (2019) iteratively generate new queries by selecting a span from the question and retrieved evidence while Xu et al. (2019); Xiong et al. (2021); Zhao et al. (2021) directly append retrieved evidence to the query. Compared with these works, we introduce two novel query updating techniques, hard masking and soft masking, together with an evidence integration module to avoid too much overlap between evidence and to dynamically determine the number of required evidence sentences.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel verification style reading comprehension dataset named VGaokao from the Chinese Language tests of Gaokao for Chinese native speakers, which embed multiple advanced language understanding skills. To address the challenges in VGaokao, we propose a new Extract-Integrate-Compare approach for complementary evidence retrieval/integration and option discrimination. Experiments show that our approach outperforms several strong baselines, with additional merits of efficiency and explainability. We believe VGaokao is a challenging test-bed for natural language understanding in Chinese and encourage further research in verification style reading comprehension.
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